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Gain more than an extra hour in bed
The clocks went back this weekend, and despite the sunny weather sweeping across the UK in recent
weeks, summer is now truly over. This means only one thing … Christmas is coming, the geese are
getting fat (along with a few others of us!) – and the shops will hopefully be heaving with consumers
seeking the latest gifts and decorations to celebrate the festive season.
Last year over 5,000 retailers and buyers visited Harrogate Christmas & Gift and many exhibitors
reported their best show. This would suggest that there will be some fantastic products out in the
high streets (and garden centres this year). Many of these companies – plus lots of new ones –
return to the 2019 show which takes place from 13th to 16th January. This is a ‘must attend’ event for
anyone in the festive and gift industries – attendance is free. Register online at
www.harrogatefair.com

Creative Christmas colourways
With 2019 fast approaching, Premier Decorations looks forward to presenting eight fabulous new
Christmas colour stories with traditional elements to inspire
the British market and Christmas lovers everywhere.
Rose Gold has been a prominent on the colour palette, but
next year, it has been enhanced with soft pinks, champagne
and creams to give a truly feminine feel to the Winter Rose
story. In addition, whilst the mood is homely and warm,
Premier’s rustic Chalet de Noel theme gives a cosy winter by
the fireside feeling. Christmas Fiesta is a riot of colour where
anything goes, in this bright eclectic mix of fun story.
Embracing the fun and quirky elements of the festive
season, don’t miss the cute ‘No Prob-llamas’ and ‘Merry
Slothmas’ characters, alongside magical ever-popular
unicorns, and typically British Puddings are one of the many
capsule collections in Premier’s range this year.
Visit Premier Decorations in Hall H

Personalised sparkle
Beautiful personalised transparent decorations from History & Heraldry feature over 140
names and popular generic titles making
the perfect impulse-buy gift. With the
choice of a pretty angel or fun snowman,
each holding either a silver heart or star,
these cute ornaments are sure to bring
sparkle to the festive tree.
Eye-catching gift boxes embellished with
silver stars provide a one stop shop solution
… and the great selection of names is sure
to encourage multiple buy - your customers
will be flocking!
Visit History & Heraldry on Stand B11
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